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INTRODUCTION

Online virtual communities have existed on the Internet since 

the World Wide Web and emphasis on Web site interactivity, 
these communities and accompanying research have grown 

-

a natural consequence of people coming together to discuss 
-

est, such as coin collecting, a devotion to a rock group, or 

practices that communicate regularly and for some duration 
in an organized way over the Internet through a common 

-
tion is the “place” where the community meets, and it can be 
supported technologically by e-mail listservs, newsgroups, 
bulletin boards, or chat rooms, for example. The technology 

the essence of the community. For example, messages in a 
community supported by a listserv are organized in e-mails, 
sometimes even grouping together several messages into an 
e-mail digest. In bulletin board communities, the conversation 
is organized into message threads consisting of questions 
or comments posted by members and associated replies to 
the messages.

-

members of virtual communities are typically strangers to 
one another and may never meet face to face. Additionally, 
the nature of computer-mediated communication is such 
that nonverbal cues that aid in the interpretation of com-

tone, physical personal attributes, and posture, are missing 

by exchanging messages and building their conversation 
base. A key ingredient in sustaining the conversation in the 

community is the existence of trust between the members. 

to give and get information through the virtual community 

This chapter examines emergent virtual communities, 
that is, those arising without direction or mandate from an 
organization, government, or other entity for an expressed 
economic or academic purpose. For example, a discussion 
board for a strategic partnership work group between two 
companies or a chat room for a class taking a college course 
would not be considered emergent virtual communities. 

Young Survivors Coalition so that women could discuss their 
battles with the disease would be considered an emergent 
virtual community.

BACKGROUND

trust are dependent upon the situation in which they are 
considered. In communities, in general, trust is an integral 

as a willingness to take a risk associated with the behavior 

-

sense, trust is used in the virtual community to reduce social 
complexity associated with the behavior of other members, 
and as a way of reducing the fear that the trusted party will 

-

risk. Opportunistic behaviors could include selling personal 
-

tious persona, deliberately and stealthily marketing products 

making unfair practical jokes at members, providing false 
information, and, in general, behaving in a dysfunctional 
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manner that ruins the community. Such behavior also applies 
to other types of communities, except that in the case of an 
online community, the anonymity provided by the Internet 
makes such behavior much easier to accomplish by the 
perpetrator and much harder to notice by the victim.

Scholarly research on trust has shown that trust is a 
multidimensional concept consisting of beliefs in ability, 

-
ity relates to the belief that the other person knows what he 
or she is talking about. Because virtual communities are 

the abilities of others with respect to this topic are important. 
Benevolence is the expectation that others will have a positive 
orientation or a desire to do good to the trustee, typically by 
reciprocating with appropriate advice, help, discussion, and 
so on, such as contributing to the ongoing discussion with 
the intent to help, support, and care for others. Benevolence 
is important in virtual communities, because without posi-
tive reciprocation, the community would not exist. Integrity 
is the expectation that another will act in accordance with 
socially accepted standards of honesty or a set of principles, 

information. Integrity applies in the virtual community 
context, because it is the existence of norms of reciprocity, 
closely linked with benevolence, that allow the community 
to properly function.

communities has found that integrity and benevolence are 
united in this context, because the expected mode of behavior 
in many of the virtual communities is one of benevolence 

of conduct, integrity, should overlap with actually behaving 
so, namely, with benevolence. Conformance to socially ac-

the virtual community environment.

THE ANTECENDENTS OF TRUST

Trust in a virtual community is built through several mecha-
nisms that are germane to the online context. As in personal 
contacts where successful interpersonal interaction builds 

-
siveness of other community members is necessary for trust 

who post messages most often expect responses, and when 
these responses are absent, late, or lacking in number, there 
is no successful interpersonal interaction, and that hinders 

members indicating gratitude for timely help. Trust is also 
built by reading what others post. If others post personal 
information about themselves, they appear less as strangers 

name, e-mail address, or a personal problem may also add 

easier for other members to shape beliefs regarding adher-

also builds trust in other members of a virtual community 

general willingness to depend on others, known as disposition 

with one another, disposition to trust, at least initially before 
extensive interactions take place, is also an important factor 

to trust has been empirically found to be directly related to 

Because virtual communities lack an enforceable legal 
system to ensure appropriate behavior online, the actual 
membership in the community and the feeling of being 
part of a community, even if a virtual one, may provide a 

-
nities enhance honest behavior through creating what Ba 

problems with the three current trust-building mechanisms 

mechanisms might be especially useful in virtual communi-
ties. Extralegal mechanisms, such as gossip, reproach, and 
community appreciation, and the praise and sanctions they 
bring, may serve to create trust just as they do in regular 
community settings.

Another way virtual communities may be applied to 
build trust, according to Ba, is through the sense of com-
munity, that, as we know from economics, is crucial when 
there is a separation in time between the quid and the pro 

held responsible for the actions of an offender, there will be 
more social pressure to adhere to the rules. This might only 
work with online groups with a strong sense of community, 
but many virtual communities are precisely that.

Trust also has implications with regard to user privacy. 
Many virtual communities center on personal topics, such as 

may care to be anonymous when communicating in such 
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